RAJASTHAN FINANCIAL CORPORATION
( FR SECTION )

Ref.No.RFC/23FR/HO/Policy-8/ 967 Dated : 23.07.09

CIRCULAR
(FR-576)

Reg : Registration fee for OTS in cases having
Principal sum outstanding upto Rs. 5000/-

Under various OTS Schemes launched for the current financial year, the
registration fee of Rs. 1000/- is prescribed. Representations have been
received for considering reduction in quantum of registration fee in the
cases having meager principal sum outstanding.

It has, therefore, been decided that in all the One Time Settlement
Schemes (including the scheme for OTS of DOW cases) the eligible
parties having principal sum balance outstanding upto Rs. 5000/- will be
required to deposit Rs. 100/- only instead of Rs. 1000/- on account of
registration fee.

All concerned are advised to make a note of above and make aware the
eligible loanees / guarantors about reduction in the registration fee and
make all out efforts to settle all the cases eligible under various OTS
Schemes.

(ATTJ./KUMAR GARG)
CHAIRMAN & MANAGING DIRECTOR

Copy to :

1. All BOs/SoSs.
2. DGM(A&I) Ajmer / Jodhpur.
3. Standard Circulation at HO.